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Abstract-A one-dimensional model of the polysilicon-gate-oxide-bulk
structure is presented in order to
analyze the implanted gate MOS-devices. The influence of the ionized impurity concentration in the
polysilicon-gate near the oxide and the charge at the polysilicon-oxide interface on the flat-band voltage,
threshold voltage, inversion layer charge and the quasi-static C-V characteristic is quantitatively studied.
The calculations show a considerable degradation of the inversion layer charge due to the voltage drop
in the gate, especially in thin oxide devices. The calculated quasi-static C-Vcurves agree with the recently
published data of implanted gate devices.

1. INTRODUCTION
Replacing N + with P+ polysilicon (poly-) gates for
P-channel submicron MOS-devices the subthreshold
characteristic
can be improved because the compensating channel implantation
(which leads to buriedchannel devices) is avoided[l,2]. In addition, using a

refractory-metal-silicide
layer over poly-gates significantly lowers the interconnections propagation delay
time. Therefore the dopant concentration in polygate may be reduced. This allows the poly-gates to be
doped by implantation simultaneously with the formation of source and drain, which leads to N +/P+gates for N/P-channel
devices, respectively. Due to
higher impurity diffusivity along the grain boundaries
compared to the single crystal it is possible to dope
poly-gates heavily, although their thickness is larger
than the source/drain-bulk
junctions depth. However, a significant part of the impurities remains
non-activated in the grain boundaries after annealing
due to segregation[3]. Moreover, if the majority
carrier concentration in polysilicon is lower than the
equivalent volume trapping states density, the majority carriers are completely trapped in the grain
boundaries. The grains are depleted and the polysilicon is highly resistive. Due to these effects the free
majority carrier concentration in the poly-gate can be
significantly lower than the chemical impurity concentration[4] which depends on doping, grain size and
annealing conditions.
It has been experimentally observed that the highfrequency C-V curve of implanted poly-gate devices
differs from its degenerate counterpart (shift of the
flat-band voltage)[5-71. The degradation of the quasistatic C-V curve suggests a reduction in the driving
capabilities of implanted gate devices in comparison
with ones with degenerate gate[5,8,9]. The previous
experimental effects have been related to: shift of the

Fermi level in poly-gate and depletion in the polygate near the oxide (resistive layer) due to penetration
of the electric field into the poly-gate or the existence
of acceptor type interface traps[5-111. An additional
effect may be boron penetration. It will not be
considered in this paper.
Generally, there is a voltage drop in the poly-gate
when the gate bias is applied because the electric field
is nonzero in the whole polysilicon-oxide-silicon
structure. Conventional
degenerately doped polygates are highly conductive and may be assumed to
be equipotential areas. In the case of non-degenerate
doping (implantation) the voltage drop in the polygate cannot be neglected, especially in thin oxide
devices. An analytical modeling of MOS-devices,
assuming the poly-gate is a non-equipotential
area,
has already been proposed in Ref.[lO]. The detailed
calculations have not been given and the voltage
drop in the gate is judged as a secondary effect.
The high-frequency C-V curve of the polysiliconoxide-silicon structure has been discussed theoretically and experimentally in Ref.[6]. In this paper an
analytical model of the poly-gate-oxide-silicon
structure is given in Section 2. Using it the influence of the
ionized impurity concentration in the poly-gate near
the oxide, the charge at the poly-gate-oxide interface
and oxide thickness on the flat-band voltage,
threshold vqltage, inversion layer charge and the
quasi-static C-V curve is analyzed in Section 3.

2. THE MODEL

The problem is treated one-dimensionally in this
paper. Figure 1 shows the N-polysilicon-oxide-Psilicon structure at positive gate bias. The gate-bulk
voltage is distributed on poly-gate, oxide and bulk.
The basic phenomenological
equation, which de-
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suggested in Ref.[lZ], leads to an additional term at
right-hand side in eqn (3). It is omitted here.
The traps at the grain boundaries will not be taken
into account in this paper. We believe such an
approach is reasonable for our analysis if the ionized
impurity concentration No is at least four times larger
than the equivalent volume trap density NtYO,t[ 131. In
spite of the rather uniform profile of the chemical
concentration of dopant in poly-gates[2,5,14], the
profile of the activated impurities can be nonuniform[4]. We approximate the activated impurity
profile in poly-gate near the oxide by a constant level
No. The necessary width of this uniform region is
only a few extrinsic Debye length LD, = ~~U,/eN,.
For minimum NominN 5 x 10” cmm3 a maximum
width N ,/I?$$.
L,,(N,,,,)
z 40 nm is estimated at
room temperature, which is much lower than the
poly-gate thickness. The remaining part of the polygate is in the quasi-neutral condition because of the
heavy doping and the real profile is not important.
For the poly-gate a single crystal model including
band gap narrowing and Fermi-Dirac (FD) statistics
shall be assumed. The Fermi barrier in the poly-gate
(ho = (ER; - E,)/e (Fig. 1) is given by
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Fig. 1. Band diagram of N-polysilicon-xide-P-silicon
structure at positive gate-source bias. CJi,,,z 0, U,, = 0.
The axes for poly-gate, oxide and bulk are shown.
scribes the interaction between poly-gate and bulk, is
given by Gauss law
E,(O) = -;

E,(O) +

Qgo+ Qos+ Qs,
%

(1)

where E,(O) is the normal surface field in poly-gate at
the gate-oxide interface, E,(O) is the normal surface
field in bulk and tS, c8 are the permittivities of silicon
and polysilicon. QgO,Q,, are the surface charges at the
gate-oxide and oxide-bulk interfaces, respectively.
There is not much information about the nature of
QW in literature[l2]. An existence of the electron
trapping interface states at the poly-oxide interface
has been suggested in Refs[6,7]. A positive QgO(interface trapped + fixed oxide charge) has been experimentally obtained in Ref.[B]. Henceforward, Q,, is
taken as fixed oxide charge. In eqn (1) QSsis the total
space-charge in the oxide (p,, is its density):

s
L5i

Qss=

o+

p,,(x) dx

(2)

t,, denotes the oxide thickness. Since E,(O) is very
high in (modern) thin oxide devices, it follows from
eqn (1) that E,(O) is very high too. This leads to a
voltage drop in the poly-gate even if it has been
heavily doped (Section 3). The potential difference at
the oxide is

(Pci=-

Em- E,
e

6EC
+&C-e

where 6 E, = E,, - E, is the conduction band shift due
to band gap narrowing and &, is

Et-o-E, =

I&, = ___

e

U,.F,;

$
0

;

n,z

c

NG.

(6)

In eqn (6) F$ is the inverse Fermi integral of order
l/2 (Appendix A) and n, is the neutral electron
concentration. The surface potential A is obtained
after integration of Poisson’s equation in the homogeneous part of the poly-gate using the condition
E,(x) + 0 for x + cc. Practically, the field decreases
from E,(O) to a negligible value after a few Ln, Using
FD statistics for both electrons and holes it follows
$k3,2(?)-F3,@]+&

+z[F3,z(y)-

F3,@]

(7)
where C, = q,,/t,,, L,, is the oxide permittivity and QiS
is the equivalent charge in the oxide:
Q: = +
I,- xp,,(x) dx.
(4)
OX
s o+
Note that Q, differs from QzS. Their ratio depends
directly on p,,(x). Q,, appears only in eqn (1) and it
may be included in the term Q,,. An eventual dipole
layer in the oxide near the poly-oxide interface,
tlv,,,, = grain boundary surface trapping states density/
grain size.

where & is
&=--.--E,-En;
e

= - E,,-6%
e

- tia

(8)

SE, represents the total band gap narrowing due to
heavy doping and E,, = E,, - E,, is the ideal band
gap. The calculation of the Fermi integral F3,2 is
explained in Appendix A. For E,(O) > 0 follows
A ~0, while A >0 holds for E,(O) <O. The three
terms at the left-hand side in eqn (7) model the
accumulation, depletion and inversion in the N-poly-
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gate respectively. In eqns (6,7) N, and N, are the
effective density of states for parabolic conduction
and valence bands. Using Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB)
statistics for both carriers, eqns (5)-(8) reduce to eqns
(A.4HA.6) given in Appendix A.
The voltage conservation (Fig. 1) using eqn (3)
gives

-

FD

_-...

&fB

Qm+ Q:s
+ Y&-Y,.
c,

6%
Uos= -qo+A+-E,(O)--

C,

(9)
In eqn (9) Yy,is the potential of the intrinsic level at
surface with respect to the level deep in the bulk, c+,
is the Fermi barrier deep in the bulk. The bulk bias
is not taken into account: U,,, = 0. For a self-consistent solution of the system eqns (1), (7) and (9), it is
necessary to know the relationship between E,(O) and
YS. This relationship depends only on the bulk
doping profile. It is given by integration of Poisson’s
equation in the bulk (e.g.[15]).
3. CALCULATIONS

AND DISCUSSION

In order to obtain the quantitative estimates of the
effects in poly-gate on the flat-band voltage, threshold
voltage and the inversion layer charge, for the sake of
simplicity, a uniformly doped bulk is assumed (with
doping N,). For the Y%HE,(O) relation an expression
analogous to eqn (A.4) (Appendix A) holds. The
system eqns (l), (7) or (A.4), (9) and Y&E,(O))
relation is solved for any U,, using a simple selfconsistent iterative approach. For the referential
ideal poly-gate A = 0 is assumed. Moreover, qPG=
(E,, - E,)/e is assumed[4,5,16]. Note that the Fermi
level position in degenerately doped polysilicon is not
well understood[ll,l2].
(a) Flat -band voltage

The flat-band voltage has no meaning for a nonhomogeneous structure because the flat band condition generally does not exist in the whole structure.
We define it by E,(O) = 0[15]. From eqn (9) it follows
Vra= -rp,+A”-~+Y;-~,

(10)
0

where Yz = Y,(E,(O) = 0) is the solution of Poisson’s
equation. For uniform bulk YV:,= 0 holds. Two terms
in eqn (10) contribute to the Vr, shift in implanted
poly-gate devices: the variation of the equilibrium
Fermi level (qo) and the surface potential A0 due to
field E,(O). The charge at the gate-oxide interface Q,,
affects Vre only through the term A.“. For a common
value Q,,/e _ lOI cm-2[6], from eqn (1) follows
E,(O) _ 150 kV/cm, which produces A” m -35 mV
for No = 2 x 10” cme3 (accumulation
in N-polygate). Figure 2 shows Vre + qPevs No for N-poly-gate
at different Q,, as a parameter. The calculations
based on both FD and MB statistics are presented.
For positive QpOthe variation of A” with Q,, is
nearly logarithmic because of the accumulation in
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Fig. 2. Flat-band voltage with respect to intrinsic level in the
bulk vs ionized impurity concentration in N-poly-gate No,
with Q, as a parameter.

N-poly-gate. Q,, has a low influence on VFB. For
negative QgO (which has not been experimentally
observed[6]) the influence is higher due to depletion.
Note that the positive QgO “improves” VFe (shift
towards the degenerate value). Accordingly, the
measurement of VFe does not give a reliable proof
that a sufficiently high ionized impurity concentration
near the oxide is achieved. For P-poly-gates a
positive Q, can produce a significant A” due to
depletion. For example: at No = 2 x lOI crnm3 for
Q,,,/e = lOI cmm2 follows A” = -62 mV, while
ego/e = 5 x lOI cmm2 leads to A” = -950 mV (onset
of inversion in poly-gate). Measuring VF,.,at different
t0x3the charge in the oxide may be extracted from
VFB using the well known extrapolation
technique[ll,l2,17].
In our case such a technique gives a
value of Q, and -po + A” (assuming p,, = 0). Both
terms (ho and A” depend on the unknown No.
Moreover, A” depends on Q,, also. Consequently, a
proper extraction of QSOand No from VFe data is not
possible. In Fig. 2 moderate doping is taken into
consideration. V,, is a weak function of No. It is
close to the degenerate value N -0.52 V - (~a. At
low doping, for No < N,,,, , the grains in poly-gate are
depleted due to trapping at grain boundaries and the
Fermi level in N-poly-gate is shifted downwards (in
P-poly-gate upwards). This (rapid) variation of (ho
with decrease of doping causes a shift of VFe, which
depends on the energy level and density of the
trapping states in grain boundaries. The considerable
changes of Vrs[2,5] and LI,[l] for a low implant dose
and/or annealing temperature can be related to this
effect.
The calculations show clearly the small differences
between results obtained by FD and MB statistics.
The contribution of the second term in eqn (A.l)
(correction due to FD statistics) to Yo is only 9 mV,
15 mV for NJ-poly-gates
at doping 5 x lOi cm-‘.
Actually, the impact of FD statistics on our calculations is less than the uncertainness of the model
eqn (A.3) for the band gap narrowing. For doping
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higher than 5 x 10” crnm3 the differences between FD
and MB statistics become significant but the polygates may then be assumed to be degenerate.
(b) Threshold voltage

From eqn (9) the threshold voltage follows

u,=

SIEGFRIEDSELBERHERR

lJ,,=2V,
tax= 8 nm,
bias
(for
example
E,(O) N 800 kV/cm). Since the field E,(O) is very high
too, the produced voltage drop A can lower significantly the effective gate bias (eqn (9)). The inversion
layer charge Qi and finally the drain current can
be reduced, leading to degradation of the driving
capabilities of devices and the speed of circuit.
Figure 4 shows Qi against Uc, with N, and Q,,
as parameters. Qi is calculated as

-cpa+A’-g”L++CEE:(0)+~:-cp*
Lo
Lo

(11)
where “t” denotes the value at threshold. The last
four terms at the right-hand side in eqn (11) do not
depend on poly-gate. In thin oxide devices the necessary field to produce the inversion E:(O) is very high.
Consequently, the field E,(O) is very high too and the
surface potential A’ cannot be neglected. In Fig. 3 U,
and A’ against No are given, with t,, and Q,, as
parameters.
The calculations show that both factors A’ and the
difference of (ho from its degenerate value are of the
same order. The term A’ is considerably emphasized
for thin oxides (curve l), because of the high corresponding E:(O). For thick oxides the term A’ becomes
less important (curve 3). The positive charge at the
gateoxide interface Q, lowers the field E,(O) (eqn
(l)), and therefore it reduces A’. For common values
of Q,]6] this “screening” effect is rather pronounced.
Therefore, the positive Q,, reduces the variation of U,
with No in N-channel devices. An eventual negative
Q, has opposite influence. In P-channel devices
(P-poly-gate) the positive fixed change Q, increases
the field E,(O) and therefore increases the variation of
U, with No.
(c) Inversion layer charge and capacitances
The surface field E,(O) is very high in strong
inversion in thin oxide devices, even at medium gate

t

-AL

A thin oxide is assumed (8 nm). The calculations
show a significant reduction in Qi, even for a high No
(lOi cmm3). Note that for No = 10” cm-3 the differences of I’,, and iJ, from their degenerate counterparts are very small (Figs 2 and 3). A doping
No 2 4 x lOI cm-) is necessary to obtain a negligible
voltage drop in the poly-gate at the highest operating
gate bias. The reduction of E,(O), due to the “screening” effect, is small for common values of QBO.Nc is
the basic parameter which determines the degradation of Qi in strong inversion for a given &,,. The
quasi-static C-V curves corresponding to Fig. 4 are
given in Fig. 5. The calculation of the total quasistatic capacitance of the polysilicon-oxide-silicon
structure C,, is explained in Appendix B. For negative gate voltages a small reduction in C,,, occurs due
to accumulation in the poly-gate. For positive gate
bias, at first a significant decrease of C,, occurs,
which can be related to the depletion in poly-gate.
This decrease depends directly on No and it is figure
of merit of Qi and drain current degradation. A sharp
recovery to the ideal C-V at positive bias is caused
by the inversion in poly-gate near gate-oxide interface (points A, B). In Fig. 4 the inversion is manifested as a change of the Q,(Uo,) slope (the recovery
of g,,, occurs). In spite of high Nc, for thin oxides the
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Fig. 3. Surface potential A’ (voltage drop in poly-gate) and
threshold voltage vs ionized impurity concentration in Npoly-gate No, with QsO and fox as parameters. A homogeneous bulk is assumed. The same ideal threshold voltage
zO.36V corresponds to each curve. FD statistics is
assumed.

Fig. 4. Inversion layer charge against gate-source bias with
No and Q, as parameters. The points A, B denote the
inverston in poly-gate. FD statistics is assumed.
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Fig. 5. Quasi-static C-V curves corresponding to Fig. 4.
inversion in poly-gate arises at medium gate bias
(for point B: Uo, = 4.04 V, U,, = 2.96 V, E,(O) =

1.22 MV/cm, A = 0.97V). For a lower No the recovery of C,,, to ideal value occurs at a lower Uo,. Figure
5 is in qualitative agreement with Fig. 1 from
paper[9]. A comparison between the presented model
and the experimental C-V data is shown in Fig. 6.
Our calculations predict the decrease of C,, due to
depletion and the Uo, bias at which the inversion in
poly-gate occurs. The good agreement with the quasistatic C-V curves given in Ref.[S] is obtained too.
4. CONCLUSION

A system of equations for the one-dimensional
analysis of the poly-gate-oxidebulk
structure is formulated and discussed. The band gap narrowing and
Fermi-Dirac statistics in the poly-gate are taken into
account. However, it has been shown that the assumption of Maxwell-Boltzmann
statistics in the
poly-gate is reasonable for the analysis performed.
Comparing with the conventional model of MOSdevices, there are two new parameters in our analysis:
the activated doping concentrations in the poly-gate
near the oxide No and the surface charge at the

gate-oxide interface QBO.The impact of QBOon the
flat-band and threshold voltage is judged as strong.
Assuming a positive fixed charge Q, this is particularly true for P-gates. Note, that the chemical concentration of impurities is usually lower in P-gates
than in N-gates[S] (a limited solubility of boron in
poly-gates has been reported[ 141). However, contrary
to N-gates, the activation is very high in P-gates due
to absence of boron segregation at grain boundaries[3]. The calculations presented in this paper are
valid if No > NtYo,.A typical value N,,,, 5 10” t lOI
crnM3has been evaluated in the literature (Refs[3,6,13]
and references within). If No exceeds such a value the
flat-band voltage, and the threshold voltage become
close to degenerate value. In order to achieve the
maximum performances of devices the degradation of
the inversion layer charge Q, must be negligible in the
whole operating region. This is assured by No considerably higher than for V,, and U, especially in the
case of thin oxide devices. Finally, we believe both
VFe and U, are not the sufficiently proper indicators
of the activated doping concentration in the poly-gate
near the oxide. It is necessary to take the whole
quasi-static C-V characteristic in order to proof the
achieved performance of the implanted gate devices.
Note finally that the dopant concentration-dependent
permittivity, assumed in Ref.[l8], has not been taken
into account in this paper. This effect has been
reported at very low temperature[ 19,201where a large
amount of non-ionized impurities exists. We speculate it can be important in modeling of the spacecharge regions in heavily doped silicon at room
temperature too, because of the non-complete activation of impurities.
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APPENDIX

B

Calculation of the Capacitances
APPENDIX
Heavy

The total capacitance of the polysihconoxide-silicon
ture is defined by

A

Doping Effects and Approximation
Maxwell-Boltzmann Statistics

by

The inverse Fermi integral of order l/2 is calculated using
Nilsson’s expression[21]
x
F;;i(x)zInx
+
. (A.l)
[64 + 0.05524 x (64 + J;;)]“”

-8Qs

aQ,

(B.1)

‘10,
= au,,= G

where Q,, Q, are induced charge in the bulk and poly-gate
respectively. Q,, Q, are assumed to be fixed oxide charge.
Differentiating eqn (9) with respect to U,, (= U,,), using
Q, = -r,E,(O), after simple transformations it follows

For other approaches see for example[21,22]. Fermi integrals (F is gamma function)
F,(x)

s

=A
ro+ 1)

a

0

t1

1 + exp(r - x)

dt

(A.2)

of order i = l/2 and i = 3/2 are calculated using the approximations proposed by Aymerich-Humet et al. in Ref.(23].
Band gap narrowing is described by[22]
6 E, = 64.76. In

No(cm-‘) + 6.73 x 10’s
+ 191 meV
102s
>
(A.3)

which agrees with quite scattered experimental data for the
electrical energy gap narrowing in literature[24]. We assume
SE, = 6 Es/2 in our calculations.
For N-poly-gates the term FJi2(& /U,) in eqn (7) may
be well approximated using MB statistics. We believe it is
reasonable to use MB statistics for both electrons and

struc-

U3.2)
C,= -aQ,laP,
and Cs=aQ,/aA
are the bulk and gate
capacitances respectively. Dtfferentiating eqn (7) using
Q, = - ts E,(O), yields

+&(e)].
G

(B.3)
T

For E,(O) = 0 the derivation leads to the flat-band capacitance given by F_,,, integrals. For C, an expression
analogous to solely (A.7) may be written. Note that the ideal
C,,, is obtained from eqn (B.2) by C, --) co. The corresponding C, is calculated using Yy,and E,(O) calculated from eqn
(9) and Yy,,[E,(O)] relation with (ho = (E,, - E,)/e and A = 0.

